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1. Background
1.1. Objective
This Report has been prepared to present the results of a range of financial and economic
analyses, which have been completed for the St. Helens Chamber of Commerce and the St.
Helens Business Enterprise Centre (the Project’s Convenor). The findings specifically
relate to the preparation of an overall Business Case with two (2) key components. These
were:
(i)

(ii)

to support and justify public sector investment in the development of a new
dive site with the seabed placement of the Ex-HMAS Tobruk by completing
an economic appraisal of the likely viability of the project; and

to examine the long-term financial viability of the wreck and the Dive
Centre, and sustainability of the naval dive wreck, following its placement,
to demonstrate the long-run financial viability of the wreck and the Dive
Centre.

1.2. The Dive Site

The HMAS Tobruk (L50) is a Landing Ship Heavy (LSH) of the Royal Australian Navy
(RAN), which has served the Australian Navy for more than 30 years. In 2016, it is
planned that the ship will become Tasmania’s first Naval dive wreck and be one of world
significance. It is to be located off the coast of St. Helens in the Bay of Fires (a World
Heritage listed coastline).
It is expected that the HMAS Tobruk will be de-commissioned in October 2015 and be
ready for diving, after placement in October 2016.

The use of ex-naval vessels as artificial dive reefs is most popular worldwide with
recreational divers. Across Australia, there are at present six (6) Ex-RAN Naval wrecks,
which attract a wide range of divers, their dependents and domestic and international
visitors. Box 1 provides a summary of ex-HMAS vessel reefs to-date, and includes the
proposed development at St. Helens.

Annual diver demand and resultant annual economic impacts are significant for all
locations to-date. Dive tourism worldwide has emerged as a ‘boom’ coastal tourism
activity. Consequently, it has resulted in significant pressures on the quality and value of
natural marine resources and dive locations. Thus, the concept of creating artificial reefs
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has become widely popular and environmentally beneficial, in order to reduce the impact
on natural reefs.
Box 1: Comparable Demand/Benefits of Ex-HMAS Vessel Reefs

Vessel Name
Ex-HMAS Swan

Ex-HMAS Perth

1997
2001

Ex-HMAS Hobart

2002

Ex-HMAS Canberra

2009

Ex-HMAS Brisbane

a

Date
of
Placement

Ex-HMAS Adelaide

2005

2011

Location
(Off-Shore)
Busselton, WA

Frenchmans
Bay/Albany, WA

Yankallia/Normanville,
SA
Mudjimba
Island/Maroochydore,
QLD

Ocean
Grove/Queenscliff, VIC
Terrigal/Avoca, NSW

Annual
Divera
Demand
4,000
3,000

Annual
Economic
Impact
($ million)
$3.5 - $3.8
$3.0

(estimated) (estimated)
4,000

$3.5

7,000

$5.5 - $6.0

5,300b

5,000

$4.4 +

$4.5 - $5.5

Dive demand is based on the actual estimated purchases of dive permits. Visits to the wreck site by
outdoor boating groups represent additional visitor demand, which is not included. Families of divers
regularly visit the dive sites and are not included in the demand estimated. The economic impact of the dive
experience thus covers more than just the dive experience, in terms of total visitor expenditures for the local
economies involved.
b Based on 31 December 2015 estimate for Ex-HMAS Brisbane dive permit sales from the two outlets. This
excludes the number of day trips to the exclusion zone by recreational boaters and sightseeing groups
(estimated at between 1,500 to 2,000 additional visitors).

The creation of an artificial reef, such as proposed for the Ex-HMAS Tobruk, off St. Helens,
will be a major new tourism sector stimulus for the east coast of Tasmania. It will provide
for the depressed local and regional economy of NE Tasmania, new forms of diving
opportunities, enhanced recreational fishing, and will promote local tourism, with
additional employment, investment and greater utilisation of its existing tourism
infrastructure. The proposed artificial reef will be of significant Australian and
international diver appeal, and will place St. Helens on a national ‘dive trail’ for mainland
and international divers.
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Based on international tourism research findings, there are at least 40 countries
worldwide operating artificial reef dive sites. In 2008, the World Tourism Organisation 1
(WTO) suggested that dive tourism will soon be as important as ski and snow tourism. At
issue for St. Helens will be to maximise this growing international and mainland interest
and awareness in artificial dive sites by promoting the new reef.
2. Project Appraisal Methodology

Infrastructure projects worldwide and across Australia, including those in Tasmania, may
be regarded as the ‘cutting face’ of local and regional development. The primary objective
of preparing a Business Case is to develop an understanding of how a specific investment
project may be developed and analysed to determine its overall viability. It requires the
specification of the project’s vision, focus and rationale in terms of direct and quantifiable
economic costs and benefits. It needs to show the catalytic effects on the local/regional
economy from the investment. Investment analysis, as conducted on a project-by-project
basis, relies on cost-benefit analysis (CBA). CBA is the most used of the analytic
techniques, which exist for the appraisal and evaluation of infrastructure programs and
projects. Its widespread appeal as an investment tool lies in its technocratic aura, its
financial orientation, apparent simplicity, neatness/methodological rigour, its emphasis
on logic and rationality, and its underpinning of welfare economics principles, in terms of
focusing on improving total community welfare.
Distinction needs to be drawn between the decision maker(s) [the environment within
which decisions are made] and the analyst(s) who prepares the Business Case and
prepares the analysis. ‘Good’ Business Case results are fundamentally dependent on
‘good’ inputs and processes from the broadest spectrum of government and the
community. For this Business Case, full cooperation to provide estimates and support
was experienced. Investment decision makers such as for the proposed St. Helens
infrastructure investment can choose not to consider the results of investment analyses,
as contained in Business Cases. Project choice can be made without CBA. However for St.
Helens, in particular, and Tasmania in general, it is fundamental that international and
Australian best practices and procedures be available and that fundamentally sound
projects (in economic and financial terms) are prepared and presented.

The preparation of the individual investment analyses has followed the broad principles,
which are found throughout Australia, at the Commonwealth and State level. These are as
specified in the Australian Government Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, Office
of Best Practice Regulation, and in the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) public
sector investment guidelines. For Tasmania, the Department of Treasury and Finance
(DTF) project analysis guidelines are outlined in the Project Initiation Process (PIP)
document dated April 1997. This document, in referring to the PIP, “establishes a
structured framework to be followed by agencies in presenting projects proposed for
inclusion in the Capital Investment Program”. 2 (See References for details of Guidelines)
1

World Tourism Organisation, 2008. Business Economics: Climate Change and Tourism: Responding to
Global Challenges (subsequently repeated as a message in a WTO 2013 Press Release).
2 As contained in the Foreword to the PIP Guidelines Document, April 1997.

Public sector project appraisals differ from private sector investments in that the former
require time periods of up to 20 years. All operating and maintenance costs need to be
sourced from various forms of user chargers. No taxes are paid on the benefits and there
is no repayment of the capital investment in a typical public sector project.
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The proposed Dive Centre would be a public asset, and administered by a Trust. Similar
models for Trusts running public assets can be found elsewhere in Australia, and in
Tasmania, for guidance. The Trust structure at Terrigal, NSW, responsible for the ExHMAS Adelaide would appear to represent a useful working example for St. Helens.
2.1. Project Analysis – Key Questions

The following fundamental issues or questions have been addressed in the preparation of
the Business Case. They include:
(i)

what is the objective(s) of the project;

(iii)

does the project represent the best alternative;

(ii)

(iv)

what is the situation ‘with’ and ‘without’ the project;
who are the beneficiaries;

(v)

what is the structure/component mix for the project;

(vii)

is the project financially sustainable;

(vi)

is the project justifiable on broad economic, social and environmental
grounds;

(viii) what is the most appropriate timing for implementation and delivery;
(ix)

what investment performance measures will be generated and what
discount rate should be used; and

(x)

is the project a risky investment?

(i)

a time period of 20 years was relied upon, with a residual or salvage value
for relevant remaining assets included as a benefit in the 20th year;

In order to undertake the CBA spread sheet modelling, which underpins the Business
Case, the following specific assumptions and procedures were followed:
(ii)

benefit streams only forecast to commence after the project investment has
been completed, or significantly completed, to allow benefits to be
generated;

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
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all cost and benefit items were estimated in 2014 constant prices 3, to avoid
forecasting inflationary factors over 20 years and to allow for real growth in
either specific cost or benefit estimates;
all capital development costs and O & M costs were net of GST, unless
otherwise specified;

benefit streams were forecast to grow on the basis of ‘most likely’ demand
and/or tourism demand. Hence, underlying benefits forecasts are
conservative;
additional charter boat investment and water tour services, linking St.
Helens with the dive site, are assumed to be operational by 2016 (after
development of the new site);

additional recreational boat traffic is assumed to increase from St. Helens
marina to the dive site;

(viii) a social discount rate of 6.5% has been used for all project viability
estimation (the 6.5% has been assumed as the minimum accepted or hurdle
rate for all projects). Net present values (NPVs) have been estimated using
this discount rate. NPVs, economic internal rates of return (EIRRs) and
benefit-cost ratios (BCRs) have been separately estimated. Project selection
and project risk analysis have been based on all three (3) criteria. The NPV
criteria has been used to rank projects in order of priority; and

(ix)

a series of sensitivity tests or ‘what-ifs’ have been completed to identify the
relative levels of project robustness and viability, under alternative possible
cost and benefit outcomes. The risk levels to be ascribed to each project
scenario have been identified on the basis of the individual sensitivity tests.

2.2. Sensitivity Testing

The economic and financial assessment of any project’s uncertainty or risk levels involves
two separate components. These are:
(i)

(ii)

3

identifying the most likely assumptions which vary over time, such as
increases in capital costs or decreases in the forecast levels of key benefits;
and

identifying how, under the most adverse tests of assumptions, the extent of
changes will affect the overall estimate of viability, and the extent to which
the project may be regarded as robust, under all conditions. Table 4, for
example, tests the effect of major capital cost increases for the preparation,

This follows procedures accounting for inflation in the Australian Government Department of Prime
Minister and Cabinet, Office of Best Practice Regulation: Guidance Note – Cost-Benefit Analysis, July 2014.

transfer and placement of the wreck. These are perhaps the most negative
or adverse possible future events.
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For the overall business investment proposal, a range of sensitivity tests, or ‘what-ifs’,
have been completed. The results of the tests have been reported in Table 4. The likely
variations to the ‘most likely’ or preferred project status can be identified.
3. Business Plan Components
3.1 Business Plan Scope

A range of key questions need to be satisfied in the preparation of a comprehensive
Business Plan regardless of how the capital investment funds are sourced. These include
the following:
(i)

What is the objective(s) of the Project?

(ii)

What is the situation ‘with’ and ‘without’ the proposed new developments?

The primary objectives of the proposed Ex-HMAS Tobruk artificial reef development are:
(a) to provide a new opportunity for coastal diving in Tasmania, readily accessible to
divers and non-divers, in a sheltered tourist-attractive setting. It will be the first use of an
Ex-HMAS ship in Tasmania and will form part of an Australia-wide naval ship-based ‘dive
chain’; (b) to provide a new tourism-related economic stimulus to the NE corner of
Tasmania, as part of the economic restructuring away from forestry/wood chipping; and
(c) to provide a Dive Centre to support the dive activities and to provide historic displays
of wrecks and the role of dive tourism.
The range of future economic and financial implications of investing in a new tourism
attraction requires identification and quantification. In the ‘do-nothing’ scenario, visitors
to St. Helens will still visit the waterfront. Offshore visits will be limited in number due to
infrequent water transport services from St. Helens. Diving opportunities are currently
dependent on limited access to natural reefs. The proposed artificial reef represents a
unique, new form of dive activity. The extent to which divers’ levels of satisfaction and
their interest in (a) planning for a return visit to St. Helens and (b) to recommend the
experience to relatives/friends, will be heavily dependent on providing a new dive
attraction in easy reach of St. Helens, which is well supported by a tour vessel and a
specialised dive centre in St. Helens.
The use of Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) to determine the economic and financial viability
of the proposed investments has been undertaken to identify the net gains from the new
attraction.
(iii)

Does the overall project represent the best alternative?

For the development of a new artificial reef, the proposed location is the most
appropriate, given:
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(a) the open access bordering the Bay of Fires and St. Helens;

(b) a sufficient depth of water, with no current or future maintenance
dredging required (no silting up to be a future issue);

(c) able to be easily accessed/egressed by small vessels, with clear signage
and buoys to accommodate a range of visiting crafts;

(d) strategically located for access by police/emergency rescue water craft;
(e) dive-related craft will not interfere with the utilisation of St. Helens
public wharf; and

(iv)

(f) ideally located for immediate access by water tours, by bus and private
vehicle drop-offs/pick-ups of passengers (commuters and visitors) in
close proximity to St. Helens’ shops and accommodation. Both traffic to
the dive site will be from St. Helens township and also from St. Helens
Point at the mouth of the bay. Most traffic will be from Binalong Bay
township.

Who are the beneficiaries?

Ex-HMAS Tobruk will be a Commonwealth/State/local asset with the opportunity to
provide additional new recreational and day tourism opportunities adjacent to St. Helens
and the Bay of Fires (with Australian and international recognition). Local residents,
residents of Hobart, intra-state visitors, and mainland visitors (including international
tourists) will all benefit. Pressure will be taken off the natural reefs utilised by divers.
Demand forecasts were developed based on a survey of divers and dive business
representatives, a review of research completed for the attraction at Terrigal/Avoca, and
for the similar attraction off the coast of Maroochydore. [The Gold Coast City Council’s
website suggests that if the Ex-HMAS Tobruk was off the Gold Coast, first year demand
would be 12,000 in the first year; 7,000 in the subsequent year, and the demand would
grow at 1.9% p.a.]. This estimate includes both divers and non-dive visitors to the
attraction.

Additional job creation will be significant. During the first year, new full-time and parttime employment will be 16 new jobs. In Years 2 to 5 of the operations, an additional 6 to
8 jobs per year are expected to be generated in tourism-related services. This does not
include additional employment benefits from new future accommodation investment.
(v)

What is the organisational structure/management of the project?

St. Helens Chamber of Commerce will be responsible for the negotiations with the
Commonwealth Government. The development and subsequent maintenance of the
proposed support facilities at the site (buoys and signage) would be the responsibility of
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local government, given the range of public or common property benefits to be generated.
Both components can be undertaken independently and concurrently.
The operation of the Dive Centre will be undertaken by a Trust structure, to be
determined based on best practice. The Trust will be responsible for both the wreck after
placement and the Dive Centre.
(vi)

Is the overall project (dive wreck placement and dive centre development)
justifiable on economic, social and environmental grounds?

The proposed project concept has been subjected to a Triple Bottom Line (TBL)
assessment prior to the preparation of the economic appraisal of funding via State/local
Government capital investment and Chamber of Commerce investment. No adverse
environmental impacts can be foreseen. (See Table 8 for details of the pre-screening)

The economic viability of the proposed Project is presented later in the report. It has been
found to be justifiable based on forecast economic and social benefits.
(vii)

Is the project component financially sustainable for the local economy?

Separate detailed financial analyses have been undertaken to indicate the results of the
proposed investment. Within the economic analyses, an analysis has been made of the
direct costs and revenues to be generated by the new dive attraction, in the overall capital
funding of the project. The project, as proposed, is financially sustainable over a 20-year
period.
(viii) What is the appropriate timing of the Project?

The proposed project is a high priority tourism investment for one of Tasmania’s iconic
and publicised tourism and outdoor recreation attractions (the Bay of Fires). The
decommissioning of HMAS Tobruk is expected in October 2014. Placement of the vessel is
forecast for completion by June 2016. Diving is forecast to commence in November 2016.
Details of the development program are dependent on the actual date of handover.
(ix)

Which techniques to employ for project viability assessment?

Across Australia, CBA is the preferred method for establishing public sector investment
viability, and to determine priorities for investment scheduling. CBA is required by COAG
legislation for a broad range of policy/program reviews. The COAG Guidelines for
national/state infrastructure funding requires CBA application. (See Reference List)
For the Business Case preparation for both components, CBA techniques have been
developed. The methodology, which has been adopted, is described subsequently.
(x)

Is the proposed overall development a risky proposal?

The economic/financial analyses of the project’s components have involved the use of
sensitivity testing of key CBA variables to determine how robust or ‘risky’ the likely
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results are. Changes to both the costs and the benefit/revenue streams have been
iteratively examined in the spreadsheet models. The results for both components have
been presented to identify the likely level of project risk under conditions of uncertainty
or adverse change. A more detailed financial sensitivity test involving the possible
likelihood of three (3) risk factors occurring simultaneously has been done. It shows that
the project investment in the Dive Centre remains viable.
4. Overall Project Analysis Findings
4.1 Development Costs

The total cost for the overall project has been estimated at $9.13 million. This is exclusive
of GST (10%) and includes a 10% contingency (price and physical quantities).
For both major components, the separate total economic costs were as follows:
(i)

(ii)

Decommissioning, cleaning, transfer and placement of Ex-HMAS Tobruk and
provision of buoys and signage at the dive site: $8.380 million (with
contingency)
Construction and fit-out of a Dive Centre building in St. Helens’ town centre:
$750,000

4.2 Operating and Maintenance (O&M) Costs and Periodic Replacement Costs

For the buoys and signage, annual maintenance costs are not expected to be significant
($15,600 p.a.). Given its public sector nature, annual safety inspections will be required.
Annual escalation of 3% is assumed.

For the Dive Centre, an annual operating cost of $19,500 has been assumed. This includes
costs of electricity, cleaning, display and marketing materials. An annual escalation factor
of 3% has been assumed. (See Table 10)
4.3 Economic Impact

Based on a detailed survey questionnaire completed by approximately 200 divers and
dive business representatives in Tasmania and across all Australian states, a series of
responses were obtained in relation to typical dive expenses and likely levels of future
visits to the St. Helens site. Diver interest was highly positive. It highlighted the potential
interest in this new form of dive activity, particularly for divers interested in naval wrecks
across Australia and worldwide.
Average expenditure patterns were reported, in terms of food, accommodation, travel,
and equipment hire. Length of stay details for their last dive experience was also
recorded. Based on the survey responses and from dive industry representative
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experience in St. Helens, a minimum annual gross expenditure estimate for the first 3
years of dive experience at the proposed new dive site has been estimated. These
estimates are reported in Table 1 and are conservative. They are based on the following
annual dive demand (in terms of dive visits):
Year Ended June

2017: 3,300 (initial start-up on November 2016) – 5,000 in a full year
2018: 6,000
2019: 7,000 (sustainable demand)

Table 2 provides a more comprehensive 20-year estimation of the likely economic impact
at the local/regional/state level of visits by divers with their families/dependents and by
day visitors. The total forecast annual impact is expected to range from $3.74 million
(after the first year of operations) to $7.29 million in 2035. These estimates are
conservative. They do not include all likely day visitor expenditures in the St. Helens town
centre and at the Dive Centre. They also do not reflect all airline and ground transport
costs. The forecast economic impact estimates are broadly in line with the individual dive
site demand estimates and economic impacts associated with Naval wrecks in other parts
of Australia (see Box 1).
4.4 Economic Results/Project Viability Estimates

Table 3 provides a detailed presentation of all cost and benefit/revenue items estimated
for the overall project. The individual forecast benefit estimates ‘with’ the completion of
both components are summarised in terms of:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

State/public sector-related
Local government-related
Private sector-related
Dive Centre-related

Each of the benefit items is explained in terms of the underlying assumptions in the
accompanying Table 3a. These footnotes also detail the various cost and benefit
estimation components.

The economic viability of the overall project is estimated to be robust and highly viable,
over 20 years. The following investment criteria were estimated:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Economic Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) =
Net Present Value (NPV)
=
Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR)
=

4.5 Sensitivity Test Results

45.73%
$46.88 million
6.02

Table 4 provides a summary of the results of the sensitivity tests completed, to identify
the relative robustness of the economic viability under a range of adverse cost and

revenue assumptions. All estimates indicate that the Project is highly robust. No
significant areas of project risk have been identified (technical, economic, social or
environmental).
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4.6 Intangible or Non-Quantifiable Benefits

In many public sector investment projects, there are frequently wider economic and social
benefits (WEBs), which cannot be reliably estimated and monetised. They are not
included in CBA estimation due to the lack of accuracy. For the proposed project, a
number of potential additional gains have been identified. These are listed in Table 5.
Key additional benefits will include: (i) an overall increase in the volume and level of
expenditures of day visitors, stopping in St. Helens, to visit the Dive Centre and enquire
about the wreck; (ii) increased utilisation of existing accommodation facilities in the St.
Helens area; (iii) increased employment associated with both the boat trips to/from the
dive site and in the selling/rental/servicing of dive equipment; and (iv) increased future
investment in low-cost accommodation to specifically suit the needs of divers/dive
parties.
5. Financial Analysis of the Trust

Table 7 provides a detailed analysis of the ongoing operations and maintenance of the ExHMAS Tobruk dive attraction, including the Dive Centre in St. Helens. This assumes that
the day-to-day operations will be the functional responsibility of a special Trust to be
established. This Trust will be modelled on successful Trusts elsewhere in Tasmania and
across Australia.
The financial costs and forecast revenues over the 20-year period indicate that the Trust
will be a highly viable business entity. It has been subjected to very rigorous sensitivity
testing (see Table 7). The Net present Value (NPV) of net revenues, after annual costs, is
estimated at $2.82 million. The Benefit-Cost Ratio is expected to be 2.91.

These results indicate that following the placement of the Ex-HMAS Tobruk, the
installation of all buoys, signage, etc. at the site and the development of a new Dive Centre
for subsequent leasing for retail activities will be financially sustainable. The dive facility
and the Dive Centre will not require any forward State Government or local Government
financial support over the 20-year life of the proposed attraction.

6. Summary and Recommendations
•

The proposed development of a new artificial dive reef in St. Helens, utilising the
Ex-HMAS Tobruk, is likely to be a highly attractive public sector investment. It will
be a major economic development incentive for the local economy, in general, and
for the town/waterfront precinct, in particular. As a naval wreck, it will be unique
to Tasmania’s dive tourism sector.

•

•

•

The Dive Centre is forecast to be financially viable in its own right. Financial
revenues from dive permits and Dive Centre revenues will support all dive site
operating and maintenance costs. It will not require any future State or Local
Government funding support.
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There are major synergies to be captured for St. Helens from the joint collaboration
of the St. Helens Chamber of Commerce and State/local government, in the
development of the new dive attraction and the rehabilitation/expansion of its
public wharf and recreational/commercial fishing activities, with improved bar
way conditions and easier open sea access.
The proposed artificial reef project is identified to be a most attractive economic
investment and should be taken forward for implementation. As a potential worldclass tourism attraction, it represents one of St. Helens’ most promising
opportunities for economic recovery and growth of the northeast economy of
Tasmania.
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